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Four-wave mixing (FWM) in wavelength-division multiplexed systems with strong dispersion management
and loss–amplification is comprehensively studied. The methods described apply to both soliton and quasi-
linear return-to-zero systems. A linear model is introduced that describes the resonant growth and saturation
of the FWM products. The model yields a resonance condition between the channel separation and the am-
plifier spacing that, in certain parameter regions, reproduces for strongly dispersion-managed systems the
phase-matching condition that is valid for classical solitons. As the dispersion map’s strength increases, the
residual FWM decreases, but the FWM amplitude is found to increase inversely to the average dispersion in
the system. A reduced linear model is also introduced that contains the basic features of FWM processes.
Comparisons of both models with direct numerical simulations of the full nonlinear system demonstrate ex-
cellent agreement. © 2003 Optical Society of America
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1. INTRODUCTION
Wavelength-division multiplexing is an essential compo-
nent of optical fiber communication systems because it
permits large increases in data transmission rates over
single-channel systems. However, in wavelength-
division multiplexed (WDM) systems a number of new
technical issues arise that must be dealt with if one is to
fully exploit the available system capacity. These issues
are caused by nonlinear interactions between pulses in
different frequency channels and are therefore character-
istic of multichannel systems. One problem that has re-
ceived considerable attention is the so-called collision-
induced timing jitter, which originates as a result of the
permanent frequency shifts that are experienced during
collisions between different frequency channels (see, e.g.,
Refs. 1–11 and references therein). Another serious is-
sue for WDM systems is the presence of resonant four-
wave mixing (FWM) terms, again as a result of interac-
tions between different channels. Indeed, the
transmission penalties for FWM in classical soliton
systems12,13 have been one of the main reasons for the in-
troduction of dispersion management in soliton systems.

The introduction of dispersion management is one of
0740-3224/2003/050831-15$15.00 ©
the most important innovations in the design of optical fi-
ber transmission systems in recent years. With disper-
sion management, fibers with different dispersion charac-
teristics are periodically alternated, and the pulses
undergo a series of compression and expansion cycles as
they propagate through the transmission line, with the
result that, on average, their optical intensity has much
lower levels than in a system with a constant value of dis-
persion. As a consequence, dispersion management alle-
viates a number of undesired nonlinear effects and im-
proves long-distance pulse transmission. In particular,
studies of FWM in the continuous wave approximation
have shown that dispersion management is particularly
effective in mitigating FWM growth in quasi-linear trans-
mission systems.14–16 Experimental observations17 and
numerical calculations12,18–20 indicate that similar reduc-
tions apply as well for dispersion-managed (DM) solitons
and more general return-to-zero (RZ) systems. However,
inasmuch as the dynamics of optical pulses in DM links is
significantly more complex, obtaining a proper under-
standing of system behavior is a much more demanding
task, and, to the best of our knowledge, no detailed ana-
lytical study of FWM in DM systems exists.
2003 Optical Society of America
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In this paper we give a comprehensive treatment of
FWM in systems with dispersion management that ap-
plies both to DM solitons and to general RZ formats. We
introduce a linear model that governs the behavior of
FWM that is due to DM soliton and quasi-linear RZ pulse
interactions in WDM configurations. The results of the
linear model agree well with direct numerical simulations
of the nonlinear Schrödinger (NLS) equation. This
agreement allows one to use the linear model rather than
direct numerical simulations of the NLS equation to de-
scribe general FWM characteristics. A reduced model
equation that contains all the essential features of the full
linear model was also obtained. We were able to analyti-
cally solve the full and reduced model equations and then
compute the FWM contributions.

Significantly, we found that the phase-matching condi-
tion originally obtained for classic solitons also holds for
DM pulses in certain parameter regions. In addition, we
were able to quantify the reduction of the residual FWM
energy as a function of dispersion map strength, average
dispersion, and frequency separation between channels.
The analytical results for the full and reduced models
were compared with numerical simulations, and excellent
agreement was obtained. It should be noted that the
present research on FWM in DM systems is a natural
complement to previous studies of FWM in classic soliton
systems (that is, soliton systems that do not make use of
dispersion management).12,13,21 We found a linear sys-
tem that is analogous to those of classic solitons. How-
ever, the study of this linear system is considerably more
complicated than with constant dispersion and requires
new methods of analysis.

The structure of this paper is the following: After
some preliminaries and relevant facts regarding DM sys-
tems, in Section 2 we derive the linear model that de-
scribes the FWM growth. Section 3 deals with FWM in
systems with loss and amplification and presents the ba-
sic approach that will be used to study the DM case. To-
gether, these two sections establish the basic framework
that we use to study the more general case. Sections 4
and 5 are the most significant contributions of this study:
Section 4 contains a comprehensive analytical treatment
of FWM interactions in systems with dispersion manage-
ment, and Section 5 presents a comparison of the analyti-
cal results and the numerical simulations of both linear
models and the original nonlinear system. Appendix A
deals with FWM in systems with Raman amplification or
in systems in which the fiber dispersion follows the loss
profile.

2. LINEAR MODEL OF FOUR-WAVE
MIXING GROWTH
Here we establish the foundations necessary to obtain the
results discussed in later sections. In Subsection 2.A we
define our system of units and introduce some basic defi-
nitions, in Subsection 2.B we review basic results of DM
systems, and in Subsection 2.C we derive the linear model
that describes the FWM interactions that we analyze in
the remainder of this paper.

A. Preliminaries, Definitions, and Units
The propagation of the slowly varying envelope of a quasi-
monochromatic optical pulse in the presence of loss or
gain and dispersion variation is governed by a generaliza-
tion of the well-known NLS equation2,3

iuz 1 1/2d~z/za!utt 1 g~z/za!uuu2u 5 0, (2.1)

where the dimensionless quantities that appear in Eq.
(2.1) have the following meanings: t 5 tret /t0 is the re-
tarded time, z 5 z lab /z0 is the propagation distance, and
u 5 E/@ g(z/za)P0#1/2 is the complex envelope of the elec-
tric field, where P0 is some characteristic power and
where t0 , z0 , and P0 are normalization constants. The
dimensionless dispersion coefficient is d(z/za)
5 2k9(z)/k09, where k9 is the chromatic dispersion in
units of picoseconds squared per kilometer. Once t0 and
z0 are fixed, k09 5 t0

2/z0 follows as a constraint. Here
we take z0 5 zNL , where zNL 5 1/gP0 is the nonlinear
length of the pulse.2 Usually t0 is chosen as t0
5 tFWHM /m, where m is a number of the order of unity.
For strong DM systems, typical values are zNL
5 450 km, t0 5 6.26 ps, and P0 5 1 mW.22,23 Through-
out this study, one can readily formulate all mathematical
relations in terms of dimensional variables by simply ex-
pressing each dimensionless variable as a ratio of the cor-
responding dimensional variable and its unit.

The function g(z/za) describes the periodic power
variation that is due to loss and amplification:

g~z/za! 5 gmax exp@22G~z 2 nza!# (2.2)

for all nza < z , (n 1 1)za , where za 5 la /zNL is the di-
mensionless amplifier spacing, la is the amplifier spacing
in units of kilometers, G 5 gzNL , and g is the loss coeffi-
cient in units of inverse kilometers. The constant gmax
5 2Gza /@1 2 exp(22Gza)# is chosen such that ^ g(z)&
5 1, where

^ f~z !& ª

1

za
E

0

za

f~z !dz (2.3)

denotes the average over one amplification period za .
The particular form of the dimensionless dispersion co-

efficient d(z/za) will vary according to the choice of dis-
persion map, which we take to be periodic with the same
period za . Note that, because la ! zNL , dimensionless
parameter za is a small quantity (that is, za ! 1). The
explicit appearance of za as the argument of d(z/za) and
g(z/za) thus serves to indicate that the fiber dispersion
and the nonlinear coefficient are rapidly varying func-
tions compared to the length scales that are characteristic
of the nonlinearity.

Because we are dealing with resonance of the FWM
process that is associated with the loss–amplification
cycle, we often employ the Fourier series expansion
g(z/za):

g~z/za! 5 (
m52`

`

gm exp~2imkaz !, (2.4)

where ka 5 2p/za is the characteristic wave number and
gm are the Fourier coefficients of g(z/za): gm
5 ^ g(z)exp(imkaz)& 5 Gza /(Gza 2 imp). [Note that gn*
5 g2n because g(z/za) is real and that g0 5 1 because
^ g& 5 1.]

In what follows, we also make extensive use of Fourier-
transform pairs, defined as follows:
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f̂~v! 5 Fv@ f~t !# 5 E
2`

`

f~t !exp~2ivt !dt, (2.5a)

f~t ! 5 Ft
21@ f̂~v!# 5

1

2p
E

2`

`

f̂~v!exp~ivt !dv. (2.5b)

The dimensionless energy of a signal f(t) is

i f~t !i2 5 E
2`

`

u f~t !u2dt 5
1

2p
E

2`

`

u f̂~v!u2dv. (2.6)

B. Dispersion-Managed Solitons and Quasi-Linear
Pulses
We now recall some results for pulse dynamics in DM sys-
tems. For further details we refer the reader to Refs. 10
and 23–26.

1. Asymptotic Dynamics
In many practical situations, the changes in chromatic
dispersion from one fiber segment to the next are quite
large. In this case the dispersion d(z/za) is conveniently
decomposed as

d~z/za! 5 ^d& 1
1

za
D~z/za!, (2.7)

where ^d& represents the average dispersion and D(z/za)
describes the large and rapid zero-mean variations. As
the local variations of the dispersion occur over distances
shorter than the nonlinear length, it proves convenient to
introduce the fast z variable z 5 z/za . A multiple-scale
expansion of Eq. (2.1) then shows that,24 to leading order
in za , the solution of Eq. (2.1) is given by

û~z, v! 5 Û~z, v!exp@2iC~z!v2/2#, (2.8)

where the chirp function C(z) 5 *0
z D(z8)dz8 is respon-

sible for the rapid, periodic pulse broadening and com-
pression and where the slowly evolving function Û(z, v)
satisfies the dispersion-managed NLS (DMNLS)
equation24,27

iÛz 2 1/2^d&v2Û 1 E E
2`

`

Û~z, v 1 v8!Û~z, v 1 v9!

Û~z, v 1 v8 1 v9!r~v8v9!dv8dv9 5 0, (2.9)

with r(x) 5 ^ g(z)exp@iC(z)x#& 5 *0
1 g(z)exp@iC(z)x#dz ac-

counting for the average effect of the nonlinearity (includ-
ing the loss–gain cycle), mitigated by dispersion manage-
ment. The DMNLS equation represents a reduced model
for the propagation of pulses in the presence of dispersion
management. It bypasses the complicated dynamics of
pulses inside each dispersion map, describing instead the
long-term evolution. It has been shown that, as long
as the pulse energy is moderate, the DMNLS equation
provides a good qualitative and quantitative description
of the behavior of DM pulses in a variety of
situations.10,24–26

The most practical situation is a two-step dispersion
map. If we denote by uza the fraction of map period that
corresponds to either one of the two fibers (0 < u < 1),
we can express D(z/za) as
D~z! 5 H D1 m 2 u/2 < z , m 1 u/2

D2 m 1 u/2 < z , m 1 1 2 u/2
,

(2.10)

m an integer. In what follows, the subscripts 6 will al-
ways refer to a quantity that is being evaluated for 2u/2
< z 2 m , u/2 or u/2 < z 2 m , 1 2 u/2, respectively,
unless explicitly stated otherwise. The quantities D6 de-
termine the reduced map strength parameter s 5 D1u/2
5 2D2(1 2 u)/2, which quantifies the magnitude of the
local dispersion variations.24 Obviously, we can also ob-
tain D6 from s and u as D1 5 2s/u and D2 5 22s/(1
2 u). For two-step maps as in Eq. (2.10) we have C(z)
5 C6(z), with

C1~z! 5 C01 1 ~z 2 m !D1 , (2.11a)

C2~z! 5 C02 1 ~z 2 m !D2 , (2.11b)

where C01 5 0 and C02 5 D1u/2(1 2 u).

2. Transmission Formats
Two transmission formats of interest for DM systems are
DM solitons and quasi-linear RZ pulses. DM soliton so-
lutions of Eq. (2.9) are obtained when Û(z, v)
5 Ûs(v)exp(il2z/2), where Ûs(v) satisfies a nonlinear
integral equation.24 Eigenvalue l uniquely determines
the relevant properties of the pulse, such as energy and
width. Given l, s, and ^d&, the nonlinear integral equa-
tion can be solved numerically.23,24 For strong dispersion
management (i.e., for large map strengths), the central
part of Ûs(v) can be well approximated by a Gaussian:

fG~v! 5 a exp~2bv2/2!, (2.12)

for suitably chosen values of a and b. In the time domain
this approximation implies that

us~z, t ! 5
a

@2pk~z/za!#1/2 exp@2t2/2k~z/za! 1 il2z/2#,

(2.13)

with

k~z/za! 5 b 1 iC~z/za!, (2.14)

and where a and b are functions of l and ^d&. Recently it
was shown that, for strong dispersion management, the
propagation of a RZ pulse with an initial shape close to
Gaussian is also approximated by Eq. (2.13) with a zero
eigenvalue l.25 Hence our analysis applies indepen-
dently of the RZ transmission format, that is, for both DM
solitons and quasi-linear RZ systems. The rms width of
such pulses is

trms~z/za! 5 2$2uk~z/za!u2/Re@k~z/za!#%1/2. (2.15)

The full width at half-maximum of the pulse is obtained
as 2t fwhm

2 5 log 2trms
2. Note that, for DM solitons, the

value of a increases logarithmically with the map
strength s (because both a and b are functions of l),
whereas RZ pulses can be chosen with any value of a.

3. Wavelength-Division Multiplexing
The Galilean invariance of NLS equation (2.1) implies
that, if us(z, t) is a stationary solution, for any value of V
we can get a traveling-wave solution as
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uV~z, t ! 5 us~z, t 2 Vh~z/za!!

3 exp@iVt 2 i1/2V2h~z/za!#, (2.16)

where h(z/za) is the accumulated dispersion:

h~z/za! 5 E
0

z

d~z8/za!dz8 5 ^d&z 1 C~z/za!. (2.17)

The corresponding expression in the Fourier domain is

ûV~z, v! 5 Ûs~v 2 V!exp@2iC~z!~v 2 V!2/2 1 il2z/2

1 i1/2V2h~z/za! 2 ivVh~z/za!#. (2.18)

It is convenient also to define the envelope of the
traveling-wave solution:

usj~z, t ! ª us~z, t 2 V jh~z/za!!. (2.19)

In particular, if the stationary DM pulses are obtained
from Eq. (2.13), we have

usj~z, t ! .
a

@2pk~z/za!#1/2

3 exp$2@t 2 V jh~z/za!#2/2k~z/za!

1 il2z/2%. (2.20)

As the map strength s becomes large, the alternating
signs of dispersion [reflected in the presence of h(z/za)
and the oscillatory nature of C(z/za)] have the conse-
quence that pulses with different frequencies zigzag rap-
idly in the temporal domain with respect to each other as
they propagate along the fiber. As a result, WDM inter-
actions between DM pulses are composed of many short,
mini collisions and typically occur over a large propaga-
tion distance (e.g., see Fig. 4 of Ref. 10). This has impor-
tant consequences for WDM interactions in DM systems
and makes their study considerably more complicated
than in the case of constant dispersion.

C. Linear Model of FWM Growth
The amplification process induces instability and growth
of the FWM terms, whose amplitude becomes many times
larger than in the lossless case and saturates instead of
returning to zero after the collision is completed. Also,
the interplay between the four-wave components and the
amplification process produces a rich structure of second-
ary maxima in the frequency spectrum.13 The resonant
growth of the fourwave products can be analytically ex-
plained by use of the same basic decomposition employed
in the lossless case21: u 5 upulse 1 u fwm , where upulse
represents the signal contributions and u fwm represents
the small FWM terms. In particular, for a two-pulse in-
teraction we simply have upulse 5 u1 1 u2 , where u1 and
u2 are localized in frequency near V1 and V2 . In this
case the four-wave contribution u fwm also consists of two
separate terms; that is, u fwm as u fwm 5 u112 1 u221 ,
where u112 and u221 are called the Stokes and the anti-
Stokes components, respectively, and are localized near
the FWM frequencies V112 5 2V1 2 V2 and V221 5 2V2
2 V1 . Substituting u ; u1 1 u2 1 u112 1 u221 into
Eq. (2.1) and looking for terms that are located in fre-
quency near V221 , we obtain, to leading order,
iuz 1 1/2d~z/za!utt 5 2g~z/za!u2
2u1* , (2.21)

where for simplicity u221 is now written as u. A similar
equation holds for the Stokes component on substitution
of u2

2u1* → u1
2u2* . This linear partial differential

equation is the model equation for the growth of FWM
terms (or, more precisely, the anti-Stokes component) in
the presence of damping and amplification. As we shall
see in what follows, it describes all the essential features
of FWM interactions in systems with loss, amplification,
and dispersion management. It is worth mentioning
that an analog of Eq. (2.21) applies for intrachannel non-
linear interactions in highly dispersed28 and in strong DM
systems.29

Let DV 5 V2 2 V1 be the dimensionless frequency
separation between the two (not necessarily adjacent)
channels. Because DV is typically large in dimensionless
units, the right-hand side of Eq. (2.21) has a rapidly vary-
ing phase in arg@ g(z/za)u2

2u1* #. It is therefore useful, as
before, to factorize the characteristic FWM oscillations
and rewrite the anti-Stokes four-wave contribution as

u~z, t ! 5 F~z, t !exp@iv fwmt 2 ik fwmh~z/za!#, (2.22)

where v fwm ª V221 5 2V2 2 V1 5 3/2DV is the anti-
Stokes frequency and k fwm is chosen such as to match the
spatial oscillations of u2

2u1* : k fwm ª
1/2(2V2

2 2 V1
2)

5 1/2DV2. Note that 1/2v fwm
2 2 k fwm 5 (DV)2. If

u(z, t) has carrier frequency v fwm , F(z, t) has no rapid
oscillations in time (i.e., its Fourier transform is centered
about v 5 0); that is, F(z, t) is the slowly varying enve-
lope of the FWM terms. Introducing the above ansatz
into Eq. (2.21) allows us to convert Eq. (2.21) into a linear
evolution equation for F(z, t):

iFz 1 1/2d~z/za!@Ftt 1 3iDVFt 2 2~DV!2F#

5 2g~z/za!us2
2us1* exp~il2z/2!. (2.23)

Like Eq. (2.21), Eq. (2.23) applies with an arbitrary choice
of dispersion map d(z/za) and independently of the trans-
mission format.

3. FOUR-WAVE MIXING WITH LOSS AND
AMPLIFICATION
Here we present some results relative to FWM for soliton
systems with loss, amplification, and constant dispersion.
That is, we consider the case when the fiber dispersion
does not vary with distance. The insight obtained in this
simpler situation will be of guidance in the more compli-
cated case in which dispersion management is present.
Starting from Eq. (2.23), first we derive a reduced model
that allows us to describe the resonance of the FWM
terms. We then go back and solve the full model, Eq.
(2.23), to obtain the detailed behavior of the FWM terms.

A. Reduced Model and the Resonance Condition
For soliton systems we can replace u1 and u2 by the one-
soliton solution of the NLS equation:

uj~z, t ! 5 ^d&1/2Aj sech@Aj~t 2 V j^d&z 2 Tj!#

3 exp$i@V jt 2 1/2^d&~V j
2 2 Aj

2!z 1 w j#%.

(3.1)
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We consider the physically relevant case A1 5 A2 5 A
and V2 5 2V1 ª

1/2DV . 0. We also set T1 5 2T2
5 t0 , which means that the soliton collision is located at
z 5 2t0 /@^d&DV#, and we set the unimportant global
phases w1 and w2 to zero. If we factor out the rapid FWM
oscillations from u(z, t)in Eq. (2.21) by an anti-Stokes
FWM contribution as u(z, t) 5 F(z, t)exp@i(vfwm
6 2^d&k fwmz)#, as before, we obtain

iFz 1 1/2^d&@Ftt 1 i3DVFt 2 2~DV!2F#

5 2g~z/za!u2
2u1* exp@i~^d&k fwmz 2 w fwmt !#, (3.2)

where usj was defined in Eq. (2.19). In the lossless case
@ g(z/za) 5 1# we can neglect all temporal and spatial de-
rivatives in Eq. (3.2) and obtain immediately F(z, t)
5 @expi(^d&kfwmz 2 v fwmt)#u2

2(z, t)/@(DV)2^d&#, which
is the value obtained from the asymptotic expansion of
the N-soliton solution of the NLS.21

If g(z/za) is not constant, F(z, t) however does indeed
have significant spatial modulations. Then, neglecting
the time derivatives, Eq. (3.2) becomes

iFz 2 ^d&~DV!2F 5 2g~z/za!u2
2u1*

3 exp@i^d&k fwmz 2 v fwmt#.

(3.3)

The behavior of the solutions of this ordinary differential
equation is determined by the relation of the frequency of
free oscillations, 1/2v fwm

2 2 k fwm 5 (DV)2, to the fre-
quency of the forced oscillations owing to the presence of
the right-hand side. Explicitly, we can integrate Eq. (3.3)
and obtain

F~z, t ! 5 i exp@2i^d&~DV!2z#

3 (
n52`

`

gnE
2`

z

u2
2u1* exp$i@^d&~DV!2z8

2 nkaz8 1 ^d&k fwmz8 2 v fwmt#%dz8, (3.4)

where we have used the Fourier series expansion of
g(z/za).

Resonance will be produced when all the frequencies
inside the integral in Eq. (3.4) cancel such that there are
no residual oscillations. By construction, the oscillations
of u2

2u1* are almost exactly canceled by exp@i(^d&kfwmz
2 v fwmt)#, because arg(u2

2u1* ) 5 2x2 2 x1 5 vfwmt
2 ^d&(k fwm 2 A2/2)z. Hence the resonance condition is
nka 5 ^d&@(DV)2 1 A2/2#. For a fixed value of A, the
previous condition determines the values of frequency
separation that are resonant with the amplifier
spacing12,13:

~DV!2 2 A2/2 5 2pn/^d&za , n 5 1, 2,... . (3.5)

This resonance condition agrees with the results of the
full model, as discussed in Subsection 3.B.

Using the slowly varying envelope approximation, we
can describe the growth and saturation of FWM terms.
In Eq. (3.4) the contribution to the integral will be expo-
nentially small as long as the solitons are spatially sepa-
rated from each other. During the collision the u2

2u1*
term causes the integral (and thus the FWM terms) to
grow until the solitons separate again, at which point
F(z, t) stabilizes to its final value. (It should be noted
that, for a continuous wave, i.e., for uu1,2u 5 constant, the
interaction length is infinite and therefore the FWM
terms would continue to grow indefinitely with distance.
Such a model is clearly inaccurate to describe the behav-
ior of realistic systems.)

Equation (3.4) also allows us to calculate explicitly the
amplitude of the FWM terms at resonance. In fact, if za
satisfies Eq. (3.5) for n 5 n̄ we can calculate exactly the
resulting integral for z → ` and obtain an estimate of the
asymptotic value of F(z, t) at resonance:

Fres~z, t ! ;
z→`

ip^d&1/2A2

DV
gn̄ sech2~At !exp@2i^d&~DV!2z#

(3.6)

(recall that in this simplified model we are neglecting the
propagation and dispersion of the FWM terms). Equa-
tion (3.6) yields the energy of the resonant FWM terms as
iu fwmi2 5 4p2u gn̄u2^d&A4/@3(DV)2#. A quantity that we
use throughout this paper to characterize four-wave inter-
actions is the ratio of the energy of the resonant FWM
terms to that of the solitons (or RZ pulses for quasi-linear
systems):

R 5 iu fwmi2/iupulsei2. (3.7)

In the case at hand, this ratio is R 5 p2u gn̄u2A2/
@3(DV)2#. That is, R scales as (DV)22. Note that, in
the present case, R is independent of ^d&. This is the re-
sult of two competing effects because FWM interactions
become phase matched as ^d& → 0, which leads to
R → `; however, iusolitoni → 0 as ^d& → 0, which leads to
R → 0. When dispersion management is present, we
find that R ; O@a4/(DV)6s2#, where s is the dispersion
map strength and a is the spectral amplitude of the pulse.

B. Full Linear Model of Four-Wave Mixing Growth
We now go back to the full linear model [Eq. (2.21) or
(3.2)]. The theory can be verified by numerical integra-
tion of Eq. (3.2); the results agree perfectly with numeri-
cal simulations of the full nonlinear system.13 However,
we can also solve Eq. (3.2) exactly, using Fourier trans-
forms, and gain significant analytical insight. With
F̂(z, v) given by Eq. (2.5), Eq. (3.2) becomes

iF̂z 2 ^d&F~v!F̂

5 2g~z/za!exp~i^d&k fwmz !Fv[u2
2~z, t !u1* ~z, t !

3 exp~2iv fwmt !], (3.8)

where for convenience we have defined

F~v! 5 1/2@v2 1 3vDV 1 ~DV!2#

5 1/2~v 1 2DV!~v 1 DV!. (3.9)

Using Eq. (3.1), we can integrate Eq. (3.8) to obtain, after
the change of variable y 5 A^d&DVz,
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F̂~z, v! 5
ipA^d&1/2

DV
exp@2i~d !F~v!z 1 ivt0#

3 sech~1/2pv/A ! (
n52`

1`

gn

3 E
2`

^d&ADVz
exp@iwn~v!y#

3 I~ y 2 2At0 , v/A !dy, (3.10)

where I(x, a) 5 @cosh x 1 ia sinh x 2 exp (iax)#csch2 x
and wn(v) 5 @2F(v) 2 vDV 1 A2 2 2nka /^d&#/(2DV).
As z → ` for large DV, we expect the major contribution
to Ê to come from the vicinity of vn , where vn

6 are the
zeros of wn(v):

vn
6 5 2DV 6 @2nka /^d& 2 ~DV!2 2 A2#1/2. (3.11)

Because of sech(1/2pv) in front of the integral, we expect
the value of uF̂u to be exponentially small unless vn

6

. 0. Conversely, if vn
1 5 0 we recover the resonance

condition previously obtained in the slowly varying ampli-
tude approximation [Eq. (3.5)]. When vn

6 Þ 0 the ac-
tual maximum of F̂ is slightly displaced from vn

6. When
z → ` the integral on the right-hand side (RHS) of Eq.
(3.10) is equivalent to a Fourier transform, which can be
calculated exactly. Equation (3.10) then yields

F̂~z, v! ;
z→`

ip2A2^d&1/2

DV

3 exp$i@2At0wn~v! 2 ^d&F~v!z#% (
n52`

1`

gn

3
wn~v! 1 v/A

sinh$1/2p@ wn~v! 1 v/A#%cosh@1/2pwn~v!#
.

(3.12)

Relation (3.12) generalizes the result published in Ref. 13
and corrects a few misprints that were present in the
original. Given DV and za , we can use relation (3.12) to
look for the maxima and the frequency location of the
FWM terms.13 The analysis detailed above can be ex-
tended to include weak dispersion management30 and dis-
persion management following the loss profile.31

4. FOUR-WAVE MIXING IN DISPERSION-
MANAGED SYSTEMS
As in the case of constant dispersion, Eq. (2.21) contains
all the relevant information about growth and saturation
of FWM terms. In this section we study the equation
with appropriate choices for dispersion map and pulse for-
mat by considering first a reduced ordinary differential
equation approximation and then the full partial differen-
tial equation model, as we have done in the case of con-
stant dispersion. Again, we consider pulses centered
about frequencies V2 5 2V1 5 V 5 1/2DV. In Subsec-
tions 4.A and 4.B we consider, respectively, the reduced
and the full linear models, which follow the same outline
as in constant dispersion. Unlike for constant disper-
sion, the analytical techniques are limited by the condi-
tion DVza ! 1. In Subsection 4.C, however, we show
that similar results hold for arbitrarily large frequency
separations.

A. Reduced Model of Dispersion-Managed Four-Wave
Mixing Growth
After factoring out the fast oscillations in Eq. (2.23) we
find that the only remaining rapid variations are due to
d(z/za) and g(z/za). As in the constant-dispersion case,
we expect that the dominant contribution on the left-hand
side will originate from terms with the natural FWM fre-
quency on the RHS. Accordingly, as a first approxima-
tion we neglect time derivatives and consider the follow-
ing reduced model:

iFz 2 d~z/za!~DV!2F 5 2g~z/za!us2
2us1* exp~il2z/2!

(4.1)

This equation can easily be integrated to produce F(z, t)
in terms of an integral. Asymptotically as z → ` we
have

F~z, t ! ; i exp@2i~DV!2h~z/za!#I~t !, (4.2a)

where

I~t ! 5 E
2`

`

g~z/za!exp@i~DV!2h~z/za!

1 il2z/2#us2
2~z, t !us1* ~z, t !dz. (4.2b)

The main difference between Eq. (4.2b) and its counter-
part in the constant-dispersion case is the presence of the
large and rapidly varying terms that are due to the peri-
odic changes of dispersion inside each map. These varia-
tions produce large and rapid oscillations in the exponent
of the integrand in Eq. (4.2b). In turn, these rapid oscil-
lation terms result in large cancellations (by virtue of a
generalized version of the Riemann–Lebesgue lemma32)
which are responsible for the large reductions of the FWM
energy. Unfortunately, the same mechanism that yields
these large reductions makes the study of these interac-
tions much more demanding.

1. Forward and Backward Collisions
As was mentioned in Subsection 2.B, the envelopes
us1(z, t) and us2(z, t) undergo periodic zigzags as well as
compression and expansion cycles, both governed by
C(z/za). Thus it proves convenient to break up the inte-
gral in Eq. (4.2b) into the sum of individual contributions
from the map periods:

I~t ! 5 (
m52`

` E
~m2u/2!za

~m112u/2!za

exp@i~DV!2h~z/za!

1 il2z/2#g~z/za!us2
2~z, t !us1* ~z, t !dz,

(4.3)

where, as before, the fundamental map period has been
taken to be @2u/2, 1 2 u/2#. We can further separate
each of the integrals into the sum of two pieces and write
I(t) 5.. I1(t) 1 I2(t), with
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I6~t ! ª (
m52`

` E
~m1a6!za

~m1b6!za

g~z/za!

3~us2
2us1* !6 exp@i~DV!2D6~z 2 mza!/za

1 iQ0z 1 i~DV!2C06#dz, (4.4)

where Q0 ª (DV)2^d& 1 l2/2. Hereafter, the limits of
integration, a1 5 2u/2, b1 5 a2 5 u/2, and b2 5 1
2 u/2, delimit the regions where the local dispersion as-
sumes each of its two values. In other words, by con-
struction I1(t) collects all the contributions from the for-
ward collisions and I2(t) collects those from the backward
collisions. Accordingly, (us2

2us1* )6(z, t) refers to the
product of the DM pulse envelopes as given by Eq. (2.19)
and with C(z) 5 C6(z), respectively. Changing vari-
ables to z8 5 z/za 2 m and omitting primes for simplic-
ity, we then have

I6 5 E
a6

b6

g~z!J6~z, t !exp$i@~DV!2D6z 1 Q0zza#

1 i~DV!2C0 6 %dz, (4.5)

where

J6~z, t ! ª za (
m52`

`

exp~iQ0mza!

3 ~us2
2us1* !6@~z 1 m !za , t#. (4.6)

Note that J6(z, t) is invariant when Q0za → Q0za
2 2pn for any integer n. The condition Q0za 5 2pn is
equivalent to the resonance condition in Eq. (3.5). We
employ this invariance and define the integer l
5 bQ0za/2p 2 1/2c, together with the quantity C l 5 Q0
2 2pl/za 5 (DV)2^d& 1 l2/2 2 2pl/za . Note that, ow-
ing to the definition of l, we have uC lu < p/za . Integer l
corresponds to the nearest resonance for the FWM terms,
whereas C l quantifies the offset from resonance.

At this point we also use our explicit representation for
the DM pulses, namely, Eq. (2.19) and relation (2.20).
We then obtain

J6~z, t ! 5 exp@2F06~z!/2uk6~z!u2#H6~z!za

3 (
m52`

`

exp$iC ljm

2 k16~z!~DV!2^d&2@jm 1 j06~z!#2/4%,

(4.7)

where jm 5 mza and the relation exp(iQ0mza)
5 exp(iCljm) was used and where we have defined [recall
that k(z) 5 b 1 iC(z)]

H6~z! 5
a3

~2p!3/2uk6~z!uAk6~z!
, (4.8a)

F06~z! 5
4t2

k16~z!
, (4.8b)

z06~z! 5 2
k26~z!

k16~z!

2t

DV^d&
1 zza 1

C6~z!

^d&
, (4.8c)
k16~z! 5
2k6* ~z! 1 k6~z!

2uk6~z!u2 , (4.8d)

k26~z! 5
2k6* ~z! 2 k6~z!

2k16~z!uk6~z!u2 . (4.8e)

Equation (4.6) can be interpreted as a Riemann sum in
the variable jm ª mza . Here we approximate this sum
with its continuum limit. This approximation will be
valid as long as DVza is small. [In fact, the approxima-
tion to I(t) is exponentially accurate, provided that
DVza ! 1 (Ref. 31).] Taking jm → j, we then approxi-
mate J6(j, t) as

J6~z, t ! . exp@2F06~z!/2uk6~z!u2#H6~z!

3 E
2`

`

exp$ iC lj2k16~z!~DV!2^d&2

3 @j 1 j06~z!#2/4%dj. (4.9)

The integral in relation (4.9) is a Gaussian integral in j
$note that Re@k16(z)# . 0%. Completing the square then
yields

J6~z, t ! 5
2H6~z!

DVu^d&u
expF2

F06~z!

2uk6~z!u2 2 iC lj06~z!

2
C l

2

~DV!2^d&2k16~z!
G . (4.10)

In what follows, we also need to express the function
g(z) with respect to the fundamental dispersion map pe-
riod 2u/2 < z , 1 2 u/2:

g~z! 5 gmaxH exp@22Gza~z 1 1 !# 2u/2 < z , 0

exp~22Gzaz! 0 < z , 1 2 u/2
(4.11)

where gmax 5 2Gza /@1 2 exp(22Gza)#, as above.

2. Resonance Condition and Four-Wave Mixing Energy
To calculate the residual amplitude of the FWM terms we
must now insert Eqs. (4.10) and (4.11) into Eq. (4.5). Un-
fortunately, the resultant integrals cannot be evaluated in
closed form. However, when DV @ 1 with DVza ! 1, we
can use a well-known asymptotic method to obtain a use-
ful approximation based on integration by parts.32 Al-
though the procedure is relatively straightforward, the
explicit calculations are relatively cumbersome. There-
fore, we merely display the results. For full details, we
refer the interested reader to Ref. 31.

When s @ 1, we find that the leading-order contribu-
tion to the integrals that define I(t) comes from point
z 5 0. This is so because, owing to the periodic power
variations induced by loss and amplification, all the other
terms yield smaller contributions for DV @ 1 owing to
their rapid variation with respect to distance. Thus, for
s @ 1, I(t) simplifies to
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I~t ! . 2
a3Gzau

iA3pbs~DV!3u^d&u

3 expF2
4t2

3b
1

2tC lt

3DV^d&
2

2C l
2b

3~DV!2^d&2G .

(4.12)

From relation (4.12) we obtain the energy of the FWM
terms as

iu fwmi2 .
a6Ab~Gza!2u2

8A6p3/2~DV!6^d&2s2
expF 2C l

2b

3~DV!2^d&2G .

(4.13)

On examination of relation (4.13), one sees that the
largest contribution to the FWM terms will occur in the
neighborhood of C l 5 0, because the FWM energy decays
exponentially with increasing C l . In other words, the
largest FWM terms occur when the resonance condition is
satisfied:

~DV!2^d& 1 l2/2 5 2pl/za . (4.14)

Equation (4.14) is in excellent agreement with numerical
results. Thus the phase-matching condition derived for
classic solitons is seen to hold for DM pulses. It is re-
markable that resonance occurs for strong DM (for DVza
sufficiently small) and is identical to the classic case.
Thus the FWM terms for DM solitons or quasi-linear RZ
pulses are O@a3/(DV)3s^d&#. Comparing this behavior
with that of FWM for classic solitons, we find that FWM
terms for DM pulses are considerably smaller, indeed, by
the additional factor (DV)2s. We also observe that I(t)
increases inversely proportionally to ^d&. The situation
^d& 5 0 is a singular case for WDM systems in that the
collisions between pulses in different frequency channels
go on for arbitrarily long distances (in principle, ad infini-
tum), presumably leading to very strong nonadiabatic in-
teraction effects. Consequently, we assume that ^d&
Þ 0 in all our calculations.

3. Remarks
It is worthwhile to comment on the possible presence of a
temporal offset, that is, a nonzero initial displacement of
the two pulses, such that the main collision does not hap-
pen at z 5 0. Whereas at first glance it seems that this
collision offset could make a difference in determining the
final amplitude of the FWM terms, we show that, just as
for constant dispersion, in practice it does not. Allowing
the collision to take place at z 5 z0 corresponds to replac-
ing Eq. (2.16) and to taking the two pulses instead as

uz, j~t, z ! 5 us~t 2 tj 2 V jh~z/za!!, (4.15)

where tj 5 V jh(z0 /za) and where h(z/za) is now given by
h(z/za) 5 *z0

z d(z8/za)dz8 instead of by Eq. (2.17). Then,
following the same analysis that led to Eqs. (4.7) and
(4.8), we find that the only change appears in Eq. (4.7)
with Eq. (4.8c), where j0 must be replaced by j0 1 t0 /
(DV^d&) and t0 5 t1 5 2t2 . This additional term has
no effect on the derivation of relation (4.13), and thus it
does not affect the final amplitude of the FWM terms.
It is also important to consider methods of nonsymmet-
ric positioning of the amplifier within the dispersion
map’s period. We can study this case by replacing z with
z 2 z0 on the RHS of Eq. (4.11). For simplicity, we as-
sume that the amplifier is located within the region of the
dispersion map with positive dispersion: uz0u < u/2 (we
can obtain the opposite case by simply interchanging D1

with D2). The calculations proceed in similar way to
those for z0 5 0. As before, the main contribution to I(t)
depends on the value of the integrand in Eq. (4.5); the
only difference is that this main contribution now arises
from the value of the integrand at point z 5 z0 instead of
at z 5 0. That is, after integration by parts, I(t) will
pick up a term proportional to J(z0 , t)exp(imz0)/im, where
m is a factor that is proportional to DVs. From these
considerations we can conclude that a nonzero amplifier
offset does indeed affect the magnitude of the residual
FWM after the collision. Obviously, this effect would be
present as well in the full model. However, a complete
analysis of its effect on the residual FWM is outside the
scope of this paper.

Using Eq. (4.13), we can estimate the ratio R
5 iu fwmi2/iupulsei2 to be R ; O@a4/(DV)6s2#. We then
see that, when dispersion management is included, the
amplitude of the FWM terms decreases much more rap-
idly than in the constant-dispersion case in Eq. (3.7) as a
function of the frequency separation of the two pulses.

B. Full Linear Model of Dispersion-Managed
Four-Wave Mixing Growth
We now examine the full model, given by Eq. (2.23). We
find an approximate analytical solution (in Fourier space)
to Eq. (2.23), and in the next subsection, we compare it
with numerical results obtained for different values of
system parameters.

Taking the Fourier transform of Eq. (2.23), we have

iF̂z 2 d~z/za!F~v!F̂

5 2g~z/za!E
2`

`

us2
2~z, t !us1* ~z, t !

3 exp~2ivt 1 il2z/2!dt, (4.16)
where F(v) is given by Eq. (3.9) as before. Equation
(4.16) is a linear ordinary differential equation in z, which
can be integrated in the same way as Eq. (4.1). However,
before we solve Eq. (4.16) we need to evaluate its RHS,
i.e., exp(il2z/2)g(z/za)Fv(us2

2us1* ). For the DM Gauss-
ian pulses described in Eq. (2.19) we have (again using
the fast z variable z 5 z/za)

Fv~us2
2us1* ! 5 E

2`

`

H~z!exp@2~t 2 V̄!2/k~z!

2 ~t 1 V̄!2/2k* ~z! 2 ivt#dt, (4.17)
where for convenience we have introduced the shorthand
notation V̄(z) 5 DVh(z)/2. As before, h(z) 5 ^d&z
1 C(z) and k(z) 5 b 1 iC(z), where C(z) is given by
Eq. (2.11) and H(z) by Eq. (4.8a), and a and b are the pa-
rameters of the DM pulse. The exponential in Eq. (4.17)
can be rewritten as

exp@2~t 2 V̄!2/k~z!#exp@2~t 1 V̄!2/2k* ~z!#

5 exp$2k1~z!@t2 2 k2~z!V̄~z!t 2 V̄2~z!#%, (4.18)
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where k j6(z) and H6(z) were defined in Eq. (4.8). We
can then evaluate the integral in Eq. (4.17) by completing
the square and thus rewrite the RHS of Eq. (4.16) as

exp~il2z/2!g~z/za!Fv~us2
2us1* !

5 Apg~z/za!
H~z/za!

@k1~z/za!#1/2 exp@il2z/2 2 v2/4k1~z/za!

2 ivk2~z/za!V̄/2 1 k3V̄2], (4.19)

where

k3~z! 5 k1~z!Fk2
2~z!

4
2 1G . (4.20)

As in the reduced model, Eq. (4.16) can be integrated to
yield F̂(z, v) in terms of integrals. When z → `,

F̂~z, v! ; i exp@iF~v!h~z/za!#I~v!, (4.21a)

where now

I~v! ª Ap E
2`

`

g~z/za!
H~z/za!

@k1~z/za!#1/2

3 exp$2v2/@4k1~z/za!# 1 k3~z/za!V̄2

1 i@F~v!h~z/za! 1 l2z/2# 2 ivk2~z/za!V̄/2%dz,

(4.21b)

and where F(v) is given by Eq. (3.9). Although the math-
ematical expressions are significantly more involved,
from this point on the calculation proceeds in a way simi-
lar to that for the reduced model.

As we did with the reduced model, we work in the
framework of moderate frequency separation, as quanti-
fied by the condition that DVza ! 1. This restriction
was removed in Ref. 31. However, as in the reduced
model, when DVza is large the effect of the phase-
matching condition becomes less significant. Again, the
present analysis applies to any generic RZ format, includ-
ing DM solitons as well as quasi-linear pulses.

1. Forward and Backward Collisions
In a way similar to that for the reduced model, we want to
use expressions (4.21) to estimate the maximum contribu-
tion to the FWM energy. We note some differences.
First, integral I now depends on v instead of on t. To
complicate matters, there are more parameters with z de-
pendence in the integrand than in the reduced model.
However, the overall analysis is the same as before: We
split Eq. (4.21b) into two parts, denoted I6(v), similarly
to what we did with the reduced model [cf. Eqs. (4.8)].
Again, we find that the leading-order contribution to I(v)
comes from the location of the amplifiers.

We decompose I(v) as I(v) 5 I1(v) 1 I2(v), where,
as in the reduced model, I6(v) represent the contribu-
tions of the forward and backward collisions. Also, we
perform the change of variable z8 5 z/za 2 m and obtain,
omitting primes,
I6~v! 5 E
a6

b6

J6~z, v!K6~z!g~z!

3 exp$@Q0 1 F1~v!^d&#zza

2 @2~DV!2C6~z!k36~z!

1 ivDVk26~z!#^d&zza/4

2~DV!2^d&2k36~v!]/4%dz,
(4.22)

where now

J6~z, v! ª za (
m52`

`

exp@i^d&F1~v!jm 1 iC ljm#

3 exp@2~DV!2^d&2k36~z!~jm
2 1 2zzajm!/4#

3 exp$2@2~DV!2C1~z!k36~z!

1 ivDVK26~z!#^d&jm/4%, (4.23)

with jm 5 mza and C l 5 Q0 2 2pl/za as before, with
F1(v) ª F(v) 2 (DV)2 5 (3DV 1 v)v/2 and

K6~z, v! ª

ApH6~z!

Ak16~z!
expH iF~v!C6~z!

2
1

4 F v2

k16~z!
1 ivk26~z!DVC6~z!

1 k36~z!~DV!2C6
2~z!G J . (4.24)

Similarly as for the reduced model, we approximate the
Riemann sum in Eq. (4.23) with an integral, assuming
that DVza ! 1. This yields

J6~z, v! . E
2`

`

exp@iu16~z!j#exp@2k36~z!

3 ~DV!2^d&2j2/4#dj, (4.25)

where

m16~z! ª C l 1 F1~v!^d& 2 vDV^d&k26~z!/4

1 i~DV!2h~z!^d&/2. (4.26)

Note that the integral in relation (4.25) is convergent, be-
cause Re@k36(z)# . 0. Evaluating J6(z, v) by completing
the square, we then find that

J6~z, v! 5
2i

DVu^d&u
F p

k36~z!
G1/2

expF u16
2~z!

~DV!2^d&2k36~z!
G .

(4.27)
We now need to insert Eq. (4.27) into Eq. (4.22) to calcu-
late I(v).

2. Resonance Condition and Four-Wave Mixing Energy
Again, despite the additional complications of the full
model, the calculations proceed much in the same manner
as in the reduced model. That is, the integral that re-
sults when Eq. (4.27) is substituted into Eq. (4.22) can be
approximated by use of integration by parts. The evalu-
ation of all the terms involved, however, is now consider-
ably more tedious than for the reduced model. For this
reason, we merely quote the results, referring the reader
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once more to Ref. 31 for the full details. As in the re-
duced model we find that, to leading order for s @ 1, the
largest I(v) comes from terms evaluated at z 5 0:

I~v! . 2
4pGzaH1~0 !exp@iQ1~0, v!#

iDVu^d&u@k11~0 !k31~0 !#1/2Q18~0, v!
,

(4.28a)

where

iQ1~0, v! 5 2
bv2

6
2

3b

4~DV!2 FF1~v! 1
C l

^d&
2

vDV

6 G2

,

(4.28b)

Q18~0, v! 5 ~Q0 1 F1~v!^d&!za 2
D1v2

18
1 F~v!D1

2
3b

2~DV!2^d&
FF1~v! 1

C l

^d&
2

vDV

6 G
3 F4vDV^d&D1

9b
1

2~DV!2^d&

3b

3 ~D1 1 za^d&!G 1
D1

4~DV!2 FF1~v! 1
C l

^d&

2
vDV

6 G2

2
vDV

6
~D1 1 za^d&!. (4.28c)

Then, to leading order, amplitude I(v) of the FWM terms
in the full model simplifies to

I~v! . 2
a3Gza

iDVApbu^d&uQ18~0, v!
expH 2

bv2

6

2
3b

4~DV!2 FF1~v! 1
C1

^d&
2

vDV

6 G2J . (4.29)

In examining relation (4.29) we note that, as in the re-
duced model, the largest contribution to I(v) for DV
@ 1 occurs in the neighborhood of v 5 0 and C l 5 0
(where l is an integer), which is again our resonance con-
dition:

~DV!2^d& 1 l2/2 5 2pl/za . (4.30)

Hence the resonance condition persists in both the re-
duced and the full models. This is remarkable because, a
priori, one has no reason to expect it at all in either
model. For DV moderate and s large, we find that I(v)
; O@a3/(DV)3^d&s#.

We can now compare the ratio of the FWM energy to
the pulse energy, R ª iu fwmi2/iupulsei2, for relations
(4.29) (full model) and (4.12) (reduced model). For large
map strength (s 5 8) and large energy (l 5 6.1), with
G 5 10 and za 5 0.1, we find that at the first resonance
R 5 1.7 3 1023 for the reduced model and R 5 6
3 1024 for the full model. The difference can be attrib-
uted to the fact that, unlike for constant dispersion, the
dispersive terms that are neglected in the reduced model
contribute to determining the final FWM amplitude. We
can verify that the analytical results, when they are com-
pared with numerical simulations of both the reduced and
the full models (as described in Subsection 2.C), yield the
correct order of magnitude for the values of R.

C. Arbitrary Frequency Separations
Here we eliminate the requirement that DVza be small,
and we introduce a different approach to studying the lin-
ear model of FWM interactions based on the Poisson sum-
mation formula, which has already been shown to be a
valuable tool for DM systems in studies of collision-
induced timing jitter.33

1. Four-Wave Mixing and Poisson’s Sum Formula
We now go back to the asymptotic (large z) expression for
the Fourier transform of the FWM terms [expressions
(4.21)], which we can rewrite as

I~v! 5 E
2`

`

P~z/za!G~z/za!dz/za , (4.31)

where

G~z/za! 5 za exp@k3~z/za!~DV!2h2~z/za!/4#

3 exp$i@F~v!h~z/za! 1 l2z/2#

2 ivk2~z/za!DVh~z/za!/4%, (4.32a)

P~z/za! 5
ApH~z/za!

Ak1~z/za!
g~z/za!exp$2v2/@4k1~z/za!#%,

(4.32b)

and with h(z), k j(z), H(z), and F(v) as defined above.
Note that, whereas P(z/za) is purely periodic with period
za , G(z/za) has both periodic and nonperiodic compo-
nents with respect to z, by means of h(z) 5 ^d&z 1 C(z)
and exp(il2z/2). It is convenient to separate the periodic
and the nonperiodic dependence of G(z) by writing G(z)
5 G(x, z)ux5z , where the first and second arguments of
G(x, z) correspond to the nonperiodic and the periodic
parts, respectively: G(x, z 1 m) 5 G(x, z).

Similarly to what we did in our previous treatment of
the reduced and full models, we then split the integral
[Eq. (4.31)] into the sum of the contributions from all the
individual dispersion map periods. In each period
@mza , (m 1 1)za# we perform a change of variables
z8 5 z/za 2 m, drop primes, and interchange the order
between the integral and the series. In this way Eq.
(4.31) becomes

I~v! 5 E
0

1

P~z!F (
m52`

`

G~z 1 m, z!Gdz. (4.33)

To evaluate the expression in brackets in Eq. (4.33), we
now use Poisson’s summation formula. Let f( ) be an ab-
solutely integrable function, i.e., a function such that
*2`

` u f(x)udx , `. (This requirement ensures that f ad-
mits of a Fourier transform.) Poisson’s summation for-
mula (see, e.g., Ref. 34) states that

(
m52`

`

f~z 1 m ! 5 (
n52`

`

fn exp~2inpz!, (4.34a)

where
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fn 5 E
2`

`

f~x !exp~22inpx !dx. (4.34b)

That is, coefficients fn are obtained from the Fourier
transform of f( ) evaluated at discrete locations. Here
Eqs. (4.34) are slightly modified because of the explicit pe-
riodic dependence of G(x, z):

(
m52`

`

G~z 1 m, z! 5 (
n52`

`

Gn~z!exp~2inpz!, (4.35a)

where

Gn~z! 5 E
2`

`

G~x, z!exp~22inpx !dx. (4.35b)

Because the integral in Eq. (4.35b) is of the Gaussian
type, it can be evaluated explicitly, leading to

Gn~z! 5
2iAp

DV^d&Ak3~z!
expX1i~2np/za 2 l2/2!C~z!/^d&

2
$gn 1 v@3 2 k2~z!/k1~z!# 1 v2/DV%2

4k3~z!
C,
(4.36)

where

gn 5 2@~DV!2 1 ~l2/2 2 2np/za!/^d&#/DV. (4.37)

Substituting Eqs. (4.35)–(4.37) into Eq. (4.33) and after
some simplifications, we obtain an expression for the am-
plitude of the FWM terms:

I~v! 5
a3

2ApDVu^d&u
(

n52`

`

pn~v!exp@2gbSn~v!#,

(4.38)

where

pn~v! 5 E
0

1 g~z!

Ak~z!
exp(i$2npz 1 @v2/2 2 ~gn 1 v2/DV!

1 ~2np/za 2 l2/2!#C~z!%)dz (4.39)

and Sn(v) 5 v2/6 1 (3/16)(gn 1 8v/3 1 v2/DV)2.

2. Remarks
For each n, the dominant contribution to the FWM terms
in Eq. (4.38) arises from the regions in the frequency do-
main where the exponential factor is largest. Each of
these contributions corresponds to a FWM sideband, that
is, a peak in the frequency domain, located at the fre-
quency vn where Sn(v) is minimum. Note that the fre-
quency location of these sidebands is independent of the
channel separation and is determined only by the dis-
tance between amplifiers, za . This result, which is accu-
rately confirmed by numerical simulations of the full NLS
equation (2.1), also applies to systems with constant dis-
persion and does not appear to be well known.

When channel spacing DV is such that the quantity gn
is zero for some special value of n, the nth FWM sideband
exhibits resonant growth and produces the most signifi-
cant contribution to the energy of the FWM amplitude
û fwm(v, z). In this case the maximum of uF̂(v, z)u is lo-
cated at v 5 0, which means that the FWM terms appear
at their natural FWM frequencies. The resonance condi-
tion that we found by setting gn 5 0 agrees with that al-
ready found previously and applies to any RZ transmis-
sion format (i.e., general RZ pulses as well as DM
solitons).

The effect of dispersion management on the FWM
terms arises from the Fourier coefficients pn(v) defined
above. These coefficients have no influence on the loca-
tion of the sidebands but do affect their amplitude, which
decreases with increasing map strength. As we can see
from Eq. (4.39), the reduction originates because of rapid
oscillations of the integrand, leading to cancellations of
terms that would otherwise cause the FWM terms to
grow.

For two-step maps it is possible to obtain an explicit ex-
pression for pn(v) in terms of error functions of complex
arguments. In general, however, we can also evaluate
Eq. (4.38) by numerically calculating the coefficients
pn(v) by means of Eq. (4.39) (either numerically or by us-
ing integration by parts). The resulting FWM amplitude
is in remarkable (qualitative and quantitative) agreement
with the results of the numerical integration of the full
linear model and of the original NLS equation (2.1), as de-
scribed in Section 5 below.

For n @ 1, the term exp(2nSn) in Eq. (4.38) decreases
as exp(23/16n2), and pn also goes to zero. Thus, high-
order resonances are not expected be as important as
those that occur for small values of n.

5. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section we compare the analytical results derived
in Section 4 with numerical simulations of both the re-
duced and the full linear models. In addition, we com-
pare numerical simulations of the full linear model with
those of the original NLS equation. From now on, for
simplicity, we restrict ourselves to DM solitons.

A. Comparison of the Full and the Reduced Linear
Models
We numerically integrated both the full model [Eq. (2.23)]
and the reduced model [Eq. (4.1)], using a fourth-order
Runge–Kutta solver. In both cases we chose the pulses
to be symmetrically located such that the center-of-mass
collision occurs at z 5 0. The DM pulses on the RHSs of
both equations were obtained from Eq. (2.18). Both Eqs.
(4.1) and (2.23) were integrated in z for several values of
frequency separation DV and for two choices of system pa-
rameters that corresponded to large map strengths and
either small or large energy (detailed system parameters
are given below). The first result to be checked was the
resonance condition. By performing the integration over
a variable number of amplifier spacings, we verified that,
for both the reduced and the full models and as in the
case of constant dispersion, the resonance condition rap-
idly appears as soon as the integration spans even a small
number of amplifiers. In addition, for both the reduced
and the full models the resonance locations are in excel-
lent agreement with those predicted by the analytical cal-
culations.
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Figure 1 shows the ratio R between the energy of the
FWM components (centered at V221 5 3V) and the en-
ergy of the DM soliton: R 5 iu fwmi2/iupulsei2. Ratio R
is plotted as a function of frequency separation DV. The
parameters used were derived from recent WDM experi-
ments with DM soliton transmission22): s 5 7.07,
l 5 0.578, za 5 0.1, G 5 10, u 5 0.563, a 5 3.86,
b 5 1.51, and ^d& 5 1. Both Eqs. (2.23) and (4.1) were
numerically integrated over 40 amplifier spacings with a
fourth-order Runge–Kutta solver, where the DM pulses
were obtained from Eq. (2.18). Some differences between
the two models are visible. This quantitative discrep-
ancy implies that, unlike for constant dispersion, the dis-
persive terms that are neglected in the reduced model
contribute to determining the final FWM energy. How-
ever, the location of the resonance peaks shows remark-
able agreement between the two models.

B. Comparison of the Full Linear Model and the
Nonlinear Schrödinger Equation
We now compare numerical solutions of the full linear
model [Eq. (2.23)] with those of the original NLS equation
(2.1). In direct numerical simulations of the NLS equa-
tion we used the split-step method, and we employed an
averaging technique to obtain the DM soliton pulses.35

Fig. 1. Ratio R 5 iu fwmi2/iudmsi2 of the FWM energy relative to
a DM soliton (dms) with moderate energy, as a function of fre-
quency separation DV, calculated by numerical simulations of
the reduced linear model (dashed curve) and the full linear model
(solid curve). See text for system parameters.

Table 1. DM Soliton Energy and Eigenvalue
As a Function of Map Strength s for a

Fixed Pulse Width

s Energy Eigenvalue

0 1.5115 0.75575
0.1 1.516 0.7563
0.2 1.525 0.7575
0.5 1.554 0.7685
1 1.678 0.7965
2 1.990 0.8803
4 2.935 1.186
8 7.411 6.10
The linear model was integrated as described above, and
the DM pulses were obtained from Eq. (2.18). The re-
sults presented here are relative to the map strengths
s 5 0, 0.1, 1.0, 2.0, but the calculations were performed
for several values of map strength up to s 5 8. The pulse
parameters were chosen to produce DM solitons with a
rms temporal width of trms 5 2.4, independently of s. In
the simulations of the linear model, this was done by
proper choice of the soliton eigenvalues l. In the simu-
lations of the NLS equation, the DM solitons were deter-
mined by numerical averaging. For all values of s, the
parameter values u 5 0.5, ^d& 5 1.0, G 5 10, and
za 5 0.1 were used. The corresponding DM soliton ener-
gies and eigenvalues are listed in Table 1. After the soli-
ton interaction we calculated the FWM energy in the full
NLS equation by employing a windowed Fourier trans-
form near V221 .

Fig. 2. Comparison of numerical simulations of the full linear
model and of the original NLS equation: The ratio R
5 iu fwmi2/iudmsi2 of the FWM energy relative to the DM soliton
(dms) energy as a function of frequency separation DV for several
values of map strength s. Dashed curves, linear model; solid
curves, full DMNLS equation.

Fig. 3. Comparison of numerical simulations of the full linear
model and of the original NLS equation: reduction ratio
R(s)/R(0) at resonance, as a function of map strength s.
Squares, linear model, first resonance; triangles, linear model,
second resonance; circles, NLS, first resonance; diamonds, NLS,
second resonance.
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Figure 2 shows a semilogarithmic plot of the ratio R(s)
against frequency separation DV. The results obtained
with the linear model are in excellent agreement with di-
rect numerical simulations of the NLS equation. Figure
3 shows a logarithmic plot of the reduction ratio, namely,
the ratio R(s)/R(0), as a function of s for s 5 0.1, 0.2,
1.0, 2.0. For each value of s the ratio R(s)/R(0) is com-
puted for frequency separation DV that correspond to the
first and the second resonance. Again, the agreement be-
tween the linear model and direct numerical simulations
of the original NLS is excellent: The two sets of data are
almost indistinguishable.

6. CONCLUSIONS
We have derived a linear model that describes the growth
and saturation of four-wave mixing in systems with loss,
amplification, and dispersion management. From the
full linear model a reduced model was obtained that con-
tains the essential features of the FWM interactions.
The resonance condition obtained by phase matching for
classic systems was found to hold dispersion-managed
solitons as well as quasi-linear return-to-zero pulses for
moderate channel spacings. This resonance was also ob-
served numerically and could possibly be observed experi-
mentally. We also found that FWM amplitude and en-
ergy decrease as the average map strength s and the
average dispersion ^d& increase. For both the reduced
and the full models our calculations were initially limited
to the case of moderate frequency separation, as deter-
mined by the condition DVza ! 1. The analytical
method was then generalized to permit arbitrary fre-
quency separations (see also Ref. 31). The main new fea-
ture of this generalization is the use of the Poisson sum
formula, which has proved to be extremely valuable in the
study of timing jitter.33 The use of this new approach al-
lows us to extract valuable information about the behav-
ior of the FWM terms for arbitrary channel separations.
When the frequency separation is large, however, as was
shown in Ref. 31, the phase-matching condition becomes
less pronounced. Alongside the analytical calculations
we have presented numerical simulations of the reduced
and full linear models for two large map strengths and for
large energy and low energy. Finally, we compared the
analytical calculations for the reduced and the full linear
models with direct numerical simulations of the same
models and with numerical simulations of the original
NLS equation. These results have been shown to be in
excellent agreement. Overall, the effect of strong disper-
sion management is to reduce the FWM by-products sig-
nificantly, as compared with those in classic systems for
which constant-dispersion fibers are employed. Indeed,
the analytical calculations allowed us to show that this
reduction arises because of the rapid variations induced
by dispersion management, which result in large cancel-
lations in the integrals that generate the FWM contribu-
tions.

APPENDIX A: FOUR-WAVE MIXING WITH
RAMAN AMPLIFICATION OR WITH
DISPERSION FOLLOWING THE LOSS
In the main text we concentrated on dispersion maps that
combine fibers with both anomalous and normal values of
chromatic dispersion. For soliton systems, another type
of dispersion management (cf. Ref. 12) is also possible.
In this type of system the dispersion map is chosen such
as to approximate the loss profile. For dispersion man-
agement following the loss profile, all the fiber sections
that compose the dispersion map have anomalous disper-
sion. Thus in this case it is convenient to define the evo-
lution variable

y~z ! 5 E
0

z

d~z8/za!dz8/^d&. (A1)

Note that the transformation from z to y is invertible only
if d(z/za) is always of one sign; this condition is obviously
not satisfied for the dispersion maps studied in Section 4.
With this transformation, the evolution equation for u
[Eq. (2.1)] becomes

iuy 1 1/2^d&utt 1 G~z~ y !!uuu2u 5 0, (A2)

where G(z) 5 ^d&g(z/za)/d(z/za). The value of having a
dispersion curve that approximates the loss profile is then
clear from Eq. (A2) because it is evident that if we could
choose d(z/za) 5 ^d&g(z/za) we would have G( y) [ 1,
which means that the equation for the evolution of the op-
tical pulse reduces to pure a NLS [Eq. (2.1)] with
d(z/za) 5 g(z/za) 5 1. Thus every nonideal interaction
effect such as permanent frequency shifts and resonant
FWM would automatically be eliminated.

Equation (A2) is formally equivalent to Eq. (2.1) with
d(z/za) 5 1 when z → y, except that g(z/za) → G(z( y))
and that the solitons are now evolving according to y; that
is, to leading order we can write the solution of Eq. (A2)
as u ; u1 1 u2 , where

uj 5 ^d&1/2Aj sech Aj@t 2 ^d&~V jy 2 Tj!#

3 exp i@V jt 2 ^d&~V j
2 2 Aj

2!y/2#. (A3)

With these two changes in mind, all the steps presented
in Section 3 when we were studying systems with loss
and amplification can be repeated to analyze FWM in sys-
tems with dispersion management following the loss pro-
file. In particular, the resonance condition [Eq. (3.5)] still
holds, and relations (3.6) and (3.12) will remain valid,
provided that the Fourier coefficients gm of g(z/za) are re-
placed by the Fourier coefficients Gm of G@z( y)# [see Eq.
(A5) below]. The reduction of FWM in this case then
comes because, when d(z/za) approximates g(z/za), the
resulting function G(z) exhibits much smaller variations
and therefore all its Fourier coefficients (except the one
that corresponds to dc) are reduced. This mechanism
was explained in further detail in Ref. 8.

Although some effort has been devoted to manufactur-
ing fibers with exponentially tapered dispersion profiles,
at present this process is expensive and technically diffi-
cult, and one must resort to a piecewise constant approxi-
mation: The amplifier distance is divided into S spans,
identified by the end points z0 , z1 ,..., zS (with z0 5 0
and zS 5 za), and the dispersion assumes the constant
value ds in each of the subintervals zs21 < z , zs .
Given a sequence of intermediate points zs , we obtain a
convenient choice of the values ds by requiring that the
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average of G(z) be 1 in each of the subintervals; i.e.
@1/(zs 2 zs21)#*zs21

zs G(z)dz 5 1:

ds 5 ^d&
a0

2

zs 2 zs21
E

zs21

zs

exp~22Gz !dz

5 ^d&
za

zs 2 zs21

exp~22Gzs21! 2 exp~22Gzs!

1 2 exp~22Gza!

(A4)

(cf. Ref. 36), where a0 was defined in Subsection 2.A. In
the special case of a two-step approximation, the only free
parameter in the dispersion management is the ratio u of
intermediate length z1 to amplification period za , that is,
u 5 z1 /za . The values of dispersion for a two-step map
are

d1 5 ^d&exp@~1 2 u!Gza#sinh~uGza!/@u sinh~Gza!#,

d2 5 ^d&exp~2uGza!sinh@~1 2 u!Gza#/

@~1 2 u!sinh~Gza!#.

We then compute the Fourier coefficients of G@z( y)# by
breaking the resultant integral into S subintervals:

Gm 5
1

za
E

0

za

G~z~ y !!exp~2mpiy/za!dy

5 a0
2 (

s51

S qm,s

2Gza 2 2mpids
, (A5)

where the relation G(z( y))dy 5 g(z/za)dz was used.
The coefficients qm,s are given by

qm,s 5 exp@2~2Gzs21 2 imks21!#

2 exp@2~2Gzs 2 imks!#,

with ks 5 (2p/za)*0
zs d(z/za)dz/^d&. Note that G0 5 1

because the average of G(z( y)) is unity over an amplifi-
cation cycle. We remark that it is possible to choose the
parameters such that one of the Gm coefficients vanishes,
thus canceling one of the resonances. However, different
coefficients Gm are excited by different frequency separa-
tions, and therefore canceling any single Gm is not ex-
pected to yield substantial advantages in a dense WDM
system. This prediction is confirmed by numerical ex-
periments, which show that dispersion management fol-
lowing the loss profile is not so effective in reducing FWM
interactions, even when further segments are added in
this type of arrangement.

Finally, we note that the presence of Raman amplifica-
tion can be studied in a similar way. The effect of Raman
amplification is to produce a more nearly uniform power
profile, i.e., to mitigate the variations of the function
g(z/za) in Eq. (2.1) and as a consequence to reduce its
Fourier coefficients. It is therefore expected that, in DM
systems with Raman amplification, a further reduction of
FWM interactions similar to that described above will ap-
ply, in addition to the large reduction that arises as a re-
sult of the use of strong dispersion management.
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